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The South African Holocaust & Genocide Foundation is dedicated to creating a more caring and just society in which human rights and diversity are respected and valued

MISSION
The South African Holocaust & Genocide Foundation

- Serves as a memorial to the six million Jews who were killed in the Holocaust and all victims of Nazi Germany
- Raises awareness of genocide with a particular focus on Rwanda
- Teaches about the consequences of prejudice, racism, antisemitism, xenophobia and homophobia, and the dangers of indifference, apathy and silence

New SAHGF Chairman

Gerald Diamond has been appointed chairman of the Board of Trustees of the South African Holocaust & Genocide Foundation (SAHGF). He has been a trustee of the Cape Town Holocaust Centre since 2003.

Gerald has a long history of service in the Jewish community and has held numerous honorary public, community and charitable positions over the years. He is chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Community Trusts which oversee the UJC (IUA, UCF & Welfare Campaigns).

Gerald is proud to have been appointed chairman of the SAHGF, and hopes to carry on the good work undertaken by his predecessors.

IN MEMORIAM
We mourn the loss of the following Holocaust survivors who passed away in 2015:

Maja Abramowitch
Cecelia Boruchowitz
Mendel Lieman
Stella Israel
Bella Sigoura
The focus of the South African Holocaust & Genocide Foundation (SAHGF) in 2015 has been the 70th anniversary of the end of WWII and the liberation of Auschwitz. In this context, the exhibition *Germany’s Confrontation with the Holocaust in a Global Context* toured the country, invoking timely debate on dealing with the legacy of the past.

The Holocaust centres in Durban (DHC), Cape Town (CTHC) and Johannesburg (JHGC) have facilitated a highly-successful nationwide educator training programme in support of the national school curriculum, often in under-resourced areas of rural South Africa. In addition, thousands of high school learners have attended our education programmes.

The SAHGF’s contribution continues to be valued in global Holocaust education, particularly through our involvement with UNESCO’s Holocaust education initiative in West Africa and the University of the Free State programme for its Student Representative Council in Poland and Germany.

We value our interactions with the Rwandan community, who are deeply involved in our activities and have been gracious to share their haunting histories with us.

Holocaust survivors in South Africa, whilst small in number, give unstintingly of their support to all our projects. We cherish them and are extremely grateful to them for sharing their stories and, in many cases, committing these to print or to film for us to draw on in the future.

Speaking at the dedication of the wonderful building that will house the Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, SAHGF Patron Professor Jonathan Jansen observed that South Africa needs now more than ever the channels through which to engage with its past in order to move forward.

I salute my colleagues Mary Kluk and Tali Nates, and thank our wise Patrons and Trustees, our generous benefactors and our dedicated professional staff and volunteers who have joined us in our work in 2015.

Richard Freedman, *Director – South African Holocaust & Genocide Foundation*

*Left to right* SAHGF Chairman Gerald Diamond, JHGC Director Tali Nates, SAHGF and CTHC Director Richard Freedman, DHC Director Mary Kluk and CTHC Founder Myra Osrin at the Building Dedication of the JHGC which will open in 2016
Numerous public events and a packed education programme for visiting schools and adult groups have made for a very busy year at the CTHC.

An exciting development has been the refurbishment of our permanent exhibition. While it has served the Centre superbly over 16 years – and is still acclaimed as one of the finest small exhibitions in the world – it has now been modernised to benefit both visitors and our education team.

We are extremely grateful for the generosity of so many of you who have helped to make the new exhibition and our programmes possible.

Thanks also to our dear survivors; the dedicated professional and administrative staff; our 70 remarkable volunteers and to our wise trustees. The achievements of the CTHC in 2015 are due to you all.

Richard Freedman, Director

Stern Visiting Scholar

The Ernest and Renée Samson 16th anniversary lecture in association with the Stern Visiting Scholars programme was given by Dr Annamaria Orla-Bukowska of Jagiellonian University, Poland.

She spoke on the topic Anti-semitism with and without Jews – What is Polish Antisemitism? and presented a workshop to the CTHC education department and volunteer education assistants on The Other Side of the Coin: The Righteous Among the Nations of the World.
The CTHC permanent exhibition has been visited by some 375 000 visitors from South Africa and abroad. In its 16th anniversary year, the Centre has embarked on a refurbishment of the exhibition, which includes refreshing all visual elements and adding multimedia displays. This process will review and augment aspects of the exhibition, given the experience gained from education programmes for high school learners and educators, as well as the latest research by Holocaust historians.

The new exhibition will be unveiled in December, with the official opening on 27 January 2016, United Nations International Day of Commemoration in Memory of the Victims of the Holocaust.

‘A wonderfully-curated presentation of the Holocaust that manages to let the story and people speak for themselves. This horrific time is presented without sensationalism.’
Visitor, Cape Town

‘Thank you for preserving the memory and for lending it a South African perspective.’
Visitor from Frankfurt Am Main, (Anne Frank’s birthplace)
The SAHGF archive continues to develop. In 2015, 4,000 documents were handed over to the University of Cape Town Libraries Special Collections where they have been digitised.

Coordinated by archivist and educator Michal Singer, the team of volunteers and support staff has also worked on the institutional memory of the CTHC as well as Holocaust memorialisation in South Africa.

Pictured alongside is archival assistant Dmitri Abrahams (right) with Margaret Selberg and a collection of artefacts that belonged to her late husband Erwin, who arrived in South Africa in the late 1930s to escape Nazi persecution.

Michal Singer and Richard Freedman with the late Julian Schragenheim

**In Memoriam** The Schragenheim Collection, donated to the CTHC by Julian Schragenheim (right), is one of the most significant collections in the archive. Items from this collection are now featured in the CTHC’s permanent exhibition, in a panel dealing with the experience of German Jewry before and during the rise of Nazism.

Mr Schragenheim passed away in February 2015. He fled to South Africa with his parents in 1934, but many of his family members perished in the Holocaust.
Led by CTHC Audiovisual Coordinator Orli Barnett, the annual White Rose Project grew exponentially in 2015, with participants from over 140 learners from 24 high schools across South Africa.

The competition is inspired by the White Rose Movement, which was led by young people who stood up to Nazi tyranny through peaceful acts of opposition during WWII. The project encourages learners to grapple with resisting injustice through art, writing and multimedia.

Above I Have Spoken Up. Lukhango Bonkolo, Gr 10 Camps Bay High School

Above The Art of Resisting Injustice. Chloe Boetcher, Gr 10 Springfield Convent. Winner: Junior Art Category
The tragic outburst of xenophobic attacks particularly in KwaZulu Natal earlier this year reconfirmed the essential need for the educational programmes of the Durban Holocaust Centre (DHC).

In addition to our regular activities, we established a special fund (initiated by the Beare Foundation) to support these victims, and have since continued working with local communities.

School groups remain at the core of our work, with more than 4 500 learners participating in daily workshops this year. Our unique Anne Frank programme for younger learners is fast becoming a popular fixture on the calendar of local schools. I am indebted to our educator, Mdu Ntuli who facilitates this programme, and to our wonderful volunteers, whose dedication to the DHC is inspiring.

The DHC’s public events programme has been of an exceptional standard and our deep gratitude is extended to the Victor Daitz Foundation without whom these well-supported events would not be possible.

These activities are skilfully managed by a small team of dedicated professionals, especially our wonderful Project Coordinator Maureen Caminsky. We also have exciting plans to extend our educational programmes in 2016 by creating an adult education department, particularly partnering with law enforcement agencies and correctional services.

Our busy public events programme for next year includes a number of international and local exhibitions, and I look forward to your support.

The DHC and all our education programmes are funded entirely by donations, and I thank our generous benefactors for their ongoing support. The wisdom and guidance I receive from our Trustees is invaluable, as is that of my colleagues Richard Freedman and Tali Nates, and I thank them all.

Mary Kluk, Director

**THE VICTOR DAITZ RESOURCE CENTRE**

The DHC has become an important education facility in Durban, with an increasing call from schools and students to access to our library. In light of this need, the DHC is excited to announce plans to transform our library into a state-of-the-art multimedia resource centre.

The Victor Daitz Resource Centre, named after the generous sponsor supporting this exciting project, will include an area for reading and research as well as a substantial collection of Holocaust-related books and DVDs available for loan.
Anne Frank Workshop

The DHC’s newly-created ‘Anne Frank Workshop’ for younger learners (Grades 4 to 7) is growing in popularity.

This interactive programme focuses on Anne Frank’s experiences in the Secret Annex and encourages learners to make connections to their own lives.

It also teaches young people to express their feelings by writing their thoughts in a journal; and focuses on issues of identity, social responsibility and relationships.
The DHC focuses on education programmes for young people ranging from local learners to international students. These international students shared their knowledge and were fascinated by the unique content of our exhibition.

UJW Sandwich Project

Learners from rural areas often travel far to reach the centre, and may not always have a meal for the day. The UJW has partnered with us to provide sandwiches for these children. Here, learners from Mnyameni Secondary School are pictured with Judy Druck and Lorna Harris visiting the DHC.
Holocaust survivor Pinchas Gutter and his wife Dorothy were honoured guests of the SAHGF. They spent time at all three centres, which included screenings of a film about this esteemed survivor’s life and his aim to leave a legacy on the lessons of the Holocaust.

Pinchas survived the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising, Majdanek (where his entire family was murdered), imprisonment, slave labour and a death march. He was liberated in Theresienstadt in May 1945.

He spoke to audiences at the DHC after a screening of a film about his life and also spoke at the JHGC’s Building Dedication Ceremony about the importance of Holocaust testimony, and met with learners and Rwandan and Holocaust survivors around the country.

Pinchas Gutter speaking to The Star while in South Africa

The importance of survivor testimony
This year, the dream of creating a Holocaust and Genocide Centre in Johannesburg became a reality. A large gathering of supporters, survivors and community leaders participated in a moving dedication ceremony of this impressive landmark building.

It was a momentous occasion, and I express my grateful thanks to the many individuals, foundations, corporations, organisations and professionals who have supported the project so generously. We look forward to the Centre’s official opening in the new year.

In 2015, our dedicated team of staff and volunteers has undertaken an impressive range of projects; educational activities for learners and educators; public events; commemorations and exhibitions. Thank you to so many organisations, NGOs, embassies and museums for partnering with us and offering their venues so generously whilst our Centre was under construction.

I would like to express my appreciation to the staff, volunteers and members of the building and exhibition teams for their dedication and commitment. I pay particular tribute to our dear Holocaust and Rwandan survivors – we could not have fulfilled our vision without your inspiration and involvement.

Finally, I thank my colleagues, Richard Freedman and Mary Kluk, and the Trustees and Board members for all their support.

Tali Nates, Director

The Absa Jewish Achievers Award’s Kia Community Service Award was presented to Tali Nates in recognition of her work educating about the Holocaust and its lessons, and for her instrumental efforts in creating the JHGC. Ivor Ichikowitz, Ichikowitz Foundation (left) and Clive Blechman, Kia (right) are pictured with Tali Nates.
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On 1 September, over 300 people who have contributed to the creation of the JHGC gathered for a special dedication ceremony of the new centre, a magnificent building that will house a permanent exhibition and host education programmes and public events.

“It is envisioned that the new centre will be a place of learning, where young and old, from all walks of life, come together to learn from the histories of the Holocaust and the genocide in Rwanda,” said Director Tali Nates.

‘This centre ... offers a powerful educational rationale for remembering in the wake of tragedy.’

SAHGF Patron Professor Jonathan Jansen speaking at the ceremony
Seeking Justice – South Africa and Rwanda Study Tour

A two-week study tour of South Africa and Rwanda brought together students from Monash campuses in Australia and South Africa to study the contemporary histories of these post-conflict societies.

JHGC Special Projects Officer Kim Nates accompanied the 49 students and lecturers as they explored issues of memory and justice through lectures and visits to memorial sites and museums.

Survivors support groups

The JHGC offers social, educational and psychological services for survivors and their families. Dedicated volunteers and staff facilitate monthly meetings for Holocaust and Rwandan survivors groups.

At a recent Holocaust survivors group meeting, Zelda La Grange (former private secretary to Nelson Mandela), spoke about her book, Good Morning Mr Mandela.
Together with the Armenian Youth of South Africa and the Ditsong National Museum of Military History, the JHGC hosted a commemoration event to mark 100 years since the Armenian genocide.

The programme included a screening of *Grandma’s Tattoos* followed by a performance of Armenian music.

Second-generation Survivor Rose Pamboukian lights a candle to mark the centenary of the genocide.
Holocaust Education

High School learners

The SAHGF’s three centres continue to provide education programmes to Grade 9 – 12 learners across the country, supporting the mandated study of Holocaust history in the National Curriculum.

These workshops give learners an understanding of racism, prejudice, oppression and their consequences, evident in the Holocaust, South Africa, and the world today. This in turn leads them to question and envision how they can effect positive change in their communities.

In 2015, learners were also exposed to exhibitions such as Germany’s *Confrontation with the Holocaust in a Global Context* and *Vedem* (looking at a secret magazine by teens in Terezin), and specific programmes on combating xenophobia. New workshops on *Women in WWI* and *Teaching about Peace* were introduced at the JHGC.

“I learnt that I am a future leader and that history is very important because if you don’t know about history you can repeat the same mistakes,” said one Grade 9 learner from Hlengisa Senior Secondary.

‘The most important thing I learned was the similarities between apartheid, Nazi Germany and xenophobic attacks.’

*Grade 9 learner, Claremont High School*

Learners from Claremont High School with Sonja Keschner, who as a child was a wartime refugee who fled Nazi Germany with her family.
Adult groups

The regional Holocaust centres offer educational programmes to adult groups, which explore topics such as valuing diversity and addressing prejudice in the workplace, using Holocaust history as a starting point.

Programmes are specifically tailored to groups, which have included the South African Police Services, Correctional Services, students, medical professionals, corporate groups, politicians, NGOs and in 2015, the cast of *Cabaret*.

‘It’s difficult to contemplate how the human race allowed that to happen and also disturbing how you see small signs of that happening again.’

*Cast member of Cabaret* at a SAHGF workshop

‘The number of useful teaching strategies provided in this programme was staggering!’

*Stellenbosch University Postgraduate Certificate in Education (PCGE)* student
Funding from generous sponsors has made it possible to give classroom support materials to participants of educator training workshops and to schools in need.

Each school receives the education pack *The Holocaust: Lessons for Humanity*, which includes two educators’ manuals, 60 interactive learner workbooks, two DVDS and a 30-piece full-colour, laminated poster set.

Educators work with these in their programmes, so that they are confident using the material in their lessons.

Supported by generous grants from

*Claims Conference*

*The Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany*

Senior Educator Linda Hackner (centre) with learners and educators from Holy Cross Convent who received *The Holocaust: Lessons for Humanity* education resource packs

‘The teaching materials will be part of our school centre for social justice.’

*Educator,*

Holy Cross Convent
Educator training

A major part of the SAHGF’s work is training and supporting educators to teach Holocaust history as part of the National Curriculum.

These workshops provide a broad understanding of the Holocaust, as well as methodological support for teaching Holocaust history in Grades 9 and 11.

The connection to apartheid is examined, and participants are encouraged to share their experiences and strategies in dealing with prejudice.

Since 2007, the SAHGF education team has reached over 4 000 teachers from more than 2 500 schools across the country, providing them with the skills, knowledge and materials to more effectively teach the subject.

‘Thank you... this is an eye-opener to my teaching career.’

Educator, Raohang Intermediate School, Bloemfontein

Below A SAHGF educator training workshop in Mpumalanga
The exhibition *Germany’s Confrontation with the Holocaust in a Global Context* launched in South Africa and the United Kingdom on 27 January 2015, the United Nations International Day of Commemoration in Memory of the Victims of the Holocaust.

Developed in conjunction with partners including the University of Leeds and the UK National Holocaust Centre & Museum, Nottingham Trent University UK; the exhibition investigates how Germany has come to terms with the Holocaust through responses of silence, outrage, acknowledgment of guilt, reconciliation and memorialisation. It also provides perspectives on how other societies – including South Africa – have confronted their dark pasts.

‘Educating and teaching the past to future generations alerts them that the horrors of the past may be unthinkable today – but that this does not make them impossible tomorrow.’

*His Excellency Dr Horst Freitag,*

at the DHC exhibition opening
‘It makes me reflect on the way Germany is reconciling and that South Africa can also do that.’

Grade 9 learner, St Cyprians High School

Right A visitor to the DHC wrote about how the exhibition helped him come to terms with his family’s past

Left Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany, Dr Horst Freitag and Holocaust survivor Hugo Marom viewing the exhibition

High school learners engaging with the exhibition
The award-winning documentary *Kinderblock 66: Return to Buchenwald* was screened at all three centres. The film features several of the 1,000 young boys who survived the Buchenwald concentration camp, which they return to 65 years later as men.

SAHGF Trustee Gerald Leissner, Shirley Leissner and SAHGF Trustee Michael Katz (right), who spoke about his recent visit to Buchenwald.

The generosity of CNN resulted in the SAHGF screening *Voices of Auschwitz* (made by the network to mark the 70th anniversary of the liberation of the camp). The film features four survivors as well as Steven Spielberg and CNN anchor Wolf Blitzer (whose paternal grandparents died at Auschwitz). All spoke about the importance of never forgetting.

Together with the Embassy of Switzerland in South Africa, the SAHGF hosted screenings of *Carl Lutz: The Forgotten Hero* about the fascinating life of Carl Lutz, a Swiss diplomat who saved tens of thousands of Hungarian Jews during WWII. His humanitarian action is considered the greatest civil rescue operation of Jews during the Holocaust.

Ambassador of the Republic of Poland Ms Anna Raduchowska-Brochwicz, Katka Reszke and Israeli Ambassador Arthur Lenk at the JHGC screening.

Mrs. Carine Carey, Chargé d’Affaires of the Embassy of Switzerland and Holocaust survivor Veronica Phillips, at the JHGC screening.
United Nations International Day of Commemoration in Memory of the Victims of the Holocaust

This year’s UN International Day of Commemoration in Memory of the Victims of the Holocaust on 27 January marked the 70th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz. Liberty, life and the legacy of Holocaust survivors was the theme of the commemoration day, which the SAHGF marked with a number of events.

Yiftach Ashkenazy (below) from Yad Vashem’s International School of Holocaust Studies spoke at all three centres on the topic Liberated but not free, 70 years since the liberation of Auschwitz, while Professor Stuart Taberner (German Department, Leeds University), gave a keynote address to open the exhibition Germany’s Confrontation with the Holocaust in a Global Context (See pages 18 and 19).

Below The JHGC, United Nations Information Centre and Education Africa hosted a Holocaust education programme for Grade 9 learners in Orange Farm.
Together with the Institute for Justice & Reconciliation, the SAHGF screened *A Snake Gives Birth to a Snake*. The film follows a group of diverse South Africans as they travel to former conflict zones sharing South Africa’s experiment with reconciliation. Panel discussions with prominent South Africans followed the screenings.

Austrian Ambassador H.E. Brigitte Œeppinger-Walchshofer, Tali Nates, Edward Serotta, Wilfried Telkämper (Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung) and Dr Norbert Spitz (Director Goethe-Institut)

Udi Kredo and his family, who brought the film to the SAHGF. They relayed a message from survivor Samuel Willenburg, who said how pleased he was that this history is being told through his story

To mark 77 years since Kristallnacht, the three centres hosted public lectures by Edward Serotta of Centropa (Vienna), who spoke about *The future of Jewish Memory in Central Europe: Using new technologies to preserve stories of a world destroyed.*

Screenings of the film *Treblinka’s Last Witness* were shown, depicting the last living survivor of Treblinka, Samuel Willenburg, as he recounts the harrowing months he spent as a forced labourer in the death camp, and how he has made a life for himself after liberation.

Maureen Caminsky, Mary Kluk and actress Thembi Mtshali-Jones at the DHC screening
Together with partners, the SAHGF hosted Holocaust survivor Tomi Reichental, who was deported to Bergen-Belsen with his family from Slovakia when he was nine years old.

For almost 60 years after liberation, Tomi was unable to talk about his story, but now dedicates himself to highlighting the lessons of the Holocaust. In 2014 he was the recipient of the RTÉ International Person of the Year award in Ireland, in recognition of his work in Holocaust education.

Children of War: Broken Childhood

Children are often the innocent victims of war and conflict. Featuring a series of portraits, this exhibition called for an end to the terrible phenomenon of recruiting children to participate in armed conflicts.

At the opening of the exhibition at the CTHC, founding director Myra Osrin and Counsellor Greg Goldhawk (Head of Office at the Trade Office for the Canadian High Commission in South Africa) addressed the audience.

They gave a poignant account of the lives of child soldiers, and the work being done to curb recruitment and to rehabilitate those affected.
Commemorating the Rwandan genocide

The SAHGF joined the Rwandan community in marking the 21st commemoration of the genocide targeting the Tutsis in Rwanda. The theme of the commemoration was ‘Fighting genocide denial and revisionism’ *(Kurwanya ihakana ‘ipfoby a rya Jenoside yakorewe Abatutsi)*.

“We commit to being a strong voice to keep the memory of the victims alive around the world and to support the survivors whose souls and bodies bear permanent scars,” said event organisers.

Ceremonies included lighting candles in memory of victims, and screening the acclaimed documentary *Intore*.

“Let ‘never again’ be our shared responsibility”.

Ernest Kajabo,
Rwandan community leader
World Refugee Day

20 June is UN-designated World Refugee Day, which the SAHGF joined others in marking with a number of events, including learner workshops, panel discussions and a photographic exhibition. The 2015 theme was Refugees Just Like Us.

These events highlighted the plight of refugees today, who face xenophobia and other challenges as they are forced to leave conflict zones both in Africa and around the world.

Women from the Scalabrini Centre’s Women’s Platform together with Caroline Skinner (UCT), Chae Li Diong (UNHCR by Association Resettlement Officer) and photographer Nicky Newman at the CTHC event.
Conferences and presentations

Conferences

- *Transnational Holocaust Memory*, University of Leeds: Michal Singer
- Yad Vashem’s International School for Holocaust Studies Seminar *Teaching the Shoah and Antisemitism*: Linda Hackner (pictured below, second from left)
- South African Society for History Teaching: 29th Annual Conference, Limpopo University: Lesley Cushman
- Anti-xenophobia workshop by Chuma, in conjunction with CTHC & Africa Unite: co-facilitated by Michal Singer
- Strategic Research Agenda for Robben Island Museum Consultative workshop: Michal Singer
- International Council of Museums Conference, Cape Town: Richard Freedman

Presentations

- International Day of Commemoration in Memory of the Victims of the Holocaust, Pretoria: Keynote speaker Tali Nates
- *Second Innings, Creating the Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre – from a dream to reality*: Keynote speaker Tali Nates
- Women’s Day event at Hogan Lovells SA: Tali Nates, Irene Klass (Holocaust survivor) and Christine Niwemfura (Rwandan genocide survivor)
- Aladdin Project and UNESCO Conference on Holocaust Education (Senegal): Mary Kluk presented
- Opening of Germany’s Confrontation with the Holocaust in a Global Context at the University of Leeds and the University of the Witwatersrand: Michal Singer and Richard Freedman presented

International programmes

- *Seeking Justice, South Africa and Rwanda*, Monash University Student Tour – logistics by Kim Nates (JHGC Special Projects Officer)
- *Monuments, Memorials and Memory*: What can South African student leaders learn from the German experience? University of the Free State SRC study tour to Poland and Germany led by Tali Nates
We thank the following organisations for partnering with the SAHGF in 2015:

- Adam Mazo (Coexist)
- Aegis Trust UK
- Africa Unite
- Anne Frank House
- Armenian Youth of South Africa
- Arts & Humanities Research Council United Kingdom
- Association of Holocaust Organisations (AHO)
- Cape Jewish Seniors Association
- Cape Peninsula University of Technology
- Cape Town Hebrew Congregation
- Centre for Curating the Archive (UCT)
- Centropia
- Chuma
- City of Johannesburg
- City of Tshwane
- CNLG
- Counselling and Careers Development Unit (CCDU), Wits
- Constitution Hill
- Ditsong National Museum of Military History
- Education Africa
- Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany
- Embassy of the Kingdom of Sweden
- Embassy of the Republic of Austria
- Embassy of the Republic of Poland
- Embassy of the Russian Federation
- Embassy of the Republic of Turkey
- Embassy of the State of Israel
- Embassy of the Swiss Confederation of Switzerland
- eThekwini Municipality
- Flemish Image
- Flemish Peace Institute
- Frank Joubert Art School
- Friends of Music
- German Language Centre Cape Town
- Global Arts Corp
- Goethe-Institut
- Government of Flanders
- Hate Crimes Working Group
- High Commission of Canada
- Hogan Lovells SA
- Human Rights Media Centre
- HSFA
- Investec
- Institute for Justice and Reconciliation
- Iziko Museums of Cape Town
- Jacob Gitlin Library
- Jewish Genealogical Society of SA
- Jewish Women’s Benevolent Society
- Kaplan Centre (UCT)
- Kredo family
- Kwibuka
- Limmud SA
- March of the Living
- Melton
- Monash University
- Nashua Children’s Charity Foundation
- Nottingham Trent University UK
- Origins Centre
- Primedia/Cape Talk
- Proof: Media for Social Justice
- Powerhouse
- Prague Jewish Museum
- Rabbi Cyril Harris Community Centre
- Redhill School
- Refugee Social Services
- Robben Island Museum
- Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung
- Rwanda High Commission in Pretoria
- Salzburg Global Seminars
- SA Jewish Board of Deputies
- SA Jewish Museum
- SA Sephardi Hebrew Congregation
- Scalabrini Centre
- Stellenbosch University
- The Graham and Rhona Beck Foundation
- The Human Rights Media Centre
- The International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance
- The Rwandan community in SA
- UCT Special Collections
- UK National Holocaust Centre & Museum
- UUJW
- UNESCO
- UNHCR
- UN Information Centre
- University of Cape Town
- University of Johannesburg
- University of Leeds
- University of London
- University of Southampton
- University of the Free State
- University of the Western Cape
- University of the Witwatersrand
- USC Shoah Foundation
- USHMM
- Yad Vashem
- Yahad-In Unum
Thank you to the benefactors, anonymous and listed below, whose generosity enables the SAHGF to fulfil its mission

CTHC
Abe Barron Charitable Trust
Abelkop Percy
Abrahams Sam & Pat
Abrahams Seymour & Yette
Abrahamson Estate late A & S
Abrahamson Shaun & Janine
Abramowitz Paul, Joseph & David
Abrams Charles & Renée
Ackerman Family Foundation
Ackerman Raymond & Wendy
Ania and Michael Pevsner Charitable Trust
Anstey Errol, Lorraine & family
Arcus Sylvia & Hinda Blumberg
Arthur Andersen
Arthur, David & Percy Karbet Trust
Avzaradel Estate late Bellina
Bagraim Michael & Patsy
Bank Norman & Raie
Barnett Clifford & Natalie
Beare Eric & Coral
Beare Jonathan
Beck Graham & Rhona
Beekman Cecil & Roslyn
Bengis Arnie
Berger Milton & Helen
Berman Alan
Bernstein Garvin & Glenda
Bloomberg David
Blumberg Kenneth & Tammy
Blumenthal Ella
Boiskin Stan & Li
Borstrock Jeff & Renee
Bowman John & Winifred
Breskal Geoffrey & Abira
Brivik Nicola & Tzvi
Broll Jonathan & Ida
Bruch Gerda
Budow Meyer & Tessa Burg family
Cape SA Jewish Board of Deputies
Cape Town Progressive Jewish Congregation
Castle Arnold & Sybil
Castle Eddie & Mooneyen Cemson family
Chaim & Jessie Cantor Charitable Trust
Chief Rabbi CK Harris Memorial Foundation
Chipkin Bernard & Jill
Cohen Estate late Joseph (Kamondo)
Cohen Jonathan & Karen
Cohen Leon & Bev
Cohen Stewart & Cynthia Cormack Caroline
Curitz Jonathan & Roy Daith Estae late Stephen B
Danon Marcel & Mathy
David Graaff Foundation
Davis Freda
Derman Emanuel, Shulamit & Ruth Jowell
Diamond Gerald & Ashna
Diamond Mandy & Gavin
Diamond Searle & Maureen
Dogon Denise
Donald Gordon Foundation
Dr Rabbi Kopper & Lena Stollard Charitable Trust
Eric & Sheila Samson Foundation
Fabian Selwyn & Rayna Feigenbaum Shirley
Feinblum Robert & Dianne
Feitelson Zas & Stella
Ferber Cyril & Moira & family
Fine Issy (Azriel) & Josephine
Fintz Joe & Karen
Fintz Violette
Flax Jeffrey & Barbara Florence Michael & Ceris
Franco Mimo & Marilyn Frankel Jonny & Shelly Freedman Celeste
Freedman Richard
Friedland David & Marilyn
Friedlander Dick & Phyllis
Friedlander Geoff & Anne
Friedman Abe & Micky
Friedman Barry & Karen
Friedman Benjamin & Jill
Galombik Arnold & Yvonne
Garber Arnold & Sarita
Gerber Dean & Minda
Gershater family
Gershman Selwyn & Denese
Gerson Barry
Giger Stan & Cecilia
Ginsburg Cyril & Rochelle
Godfrey Howard & Gillian
Godfrey Raymond & Sandra
Goldin Jack & Ethel
Goldschmidt Family Foundation
Goldstone, Richard & Noleen
Gore Vinny, Esther & Rochelle Levy
Gorvy Harold & Annette
Grant Thornton
Kessel Feinstein
Johannesburg
Gross Sidney & Queenie
Gutkin Melvyn & Sharon
Gutter Pinchas & Dorothy
Haas family
Halton Ian & Belynda
Halton Jack & Violette
Favish
Hariton Blanka
Harold & Beatrice
Kramer Foundation
Harris Ivan & Dannielle
Harry and Bertha Tuch Charitable Trust
Hasson David & Renee
Hasson Renée
Heller Israel & Zelda
Heller Simon, David & Yona Ann
Goldberg & Etta Heller
Heneck Harold & Sheila
Hirsch Freddy & Aggie
Hirschmann Geoffrey
Hirschsohn Clive & Tammy
Hodes Peter & Liz
Hoffman Lester & Maryanne
Hofmann Raymond
Horwitz David & Merle
Hurwitz Andrew
Hyman Goldberg Foundation
I, T & R Cohen Charitable Trust
Israel Raphael & Martine
Israel Stella
Jacobs Gerson & Dee
Jaffe Laurie & Jean
JAKAMaR Trust
Jerusalmi Estate Late Sara
Joffe Eric & Joan
Joffe Gordon & Mathy
Joffe Joe & Leila
Jowell Neil & Cecil
Kaimowitz Bennie
Kaimowitz Leon
Kantor F
Kapelus Ivan
Kaplan Monty & Sybil
Karabelnik Lozer & Rita
Karol Louis & Sonia
Katz Lance & Kim
Katz Michael & Babette
Katzeff Howard & Alison
Kaye Denis & Bernice
Keren Shmuel
Kirsh Issie & Mushe
Kirsh Nate & Frances
Klein Max & Debbie
Kochav Zvi David
Kosviner Neville & Hazel
Kovensky Mike & Nina
Krawitz Philip & Michele
Kruskal Lennie & Jocelyn
Kurgan Icky & Avril
Kurland Matilda
Lamkin Jill
Lamkin Justin
Lampel Estate late Claire
Landecker Robert & Leslie
Lazarus B & GW
Lazarus Bernhard & Pearl
Lazarus Miriam
Lazarus Ronald & Tamar
Lazarus Sidney & Gaynor
Leiserowitz Michael & Sylvia
Levin Philip, Jack, Pearl, & Maureen Nates
Levine Milton & Tamara
Levitas Ben & Esta
Levitt Glenda & Abel
Levy Estate late Rachel
Levy Ivan & Barbara
Levy Leslie & Anita
Levin Haylon &
Lauraine
Lewis Myrna
Lewis Sam & Lynne
Lewis Stanley & Zea
Lichterman Miriam
Lipinski I Kenneth
Lipshtiz Jossel & Liz
Lipworth Myrna
Loewenstein Rudi & Pauly
Lowenthal Norman & Ronnie
Lubner Bertie & Hilary
Luntz Angela June & Maurice
Luntz Maurice & Angela June, Woolf & Renée
Rakin & families
Lurie Edward & Zofja & family
Lyons Sharron & Malcolm
Maister Dennis & Gerda
Maitland Hebrew Congregation Trust
Mallett Joe & Nicole
Mallnick Gerald & Bella
Marcus Ruth
Mark Michael & Glenda
Markovitz Leon & Anthula
Marks Jossy & Judy
Marks Solly & Inge
Marshall Mel & Norma
Matheson Nathan & Cecily
Mauerberger Foundation Fund
Max & Rose
Leiserowitz Foundation
Mazter Rodney & Mavis, V Mazter, L & H Mazter, D & D Cohen, D & S
Kirshenbaum
Melnick Leslie & Anne
Menasse Elsie
Mendel Estate late Egon Benno
Meyer Hirsch
Goldschmidt Foundation
Meyerowitz Colin & Barbara
Meyerowitz Dave & Chavie
Meyerowitz Lollie & Jackie
Meyersohn Eric & Jill
Michaels Eric
Miller Bob & Lorraine
Miller Harold & Rachel
Miller Isy & Rita & family
Moritz Martin & Judy
Nestadt Larry & Cheryl
Newman Ada & Abe
Nick Dennis & Hilary
Novick Dave
Nowitz Hilton & Gail
Nurek David & Judy
Nurick Riva, Esther Fuchs, Sara
Pascall & Rochel Miller
Ora Group, Union of Jewish Women
Osrin Eliot & Myra
Pamensky Joe & the late Pam
Pascall Sara
Pasvol Lewis & Miriam
Phelps Steve & Gordy
Philip Schock Charitable Foundation
Pola Pasvolsky Charitable & Educational Trust
Polak Dennis & Deline
Polliack Joe & Aaron
Rabb Charitable Foundation
Rabie John & Jill
Rabinowitz Ben & Shirley
Rabinowitz Dubbi & Dunn family
Raphael Michael & Jane
Raphaely Tony & Penny
Reuben & Essie
Rosenbloom Foundation
Roth Millicent
Rubin & Anne
Chaitman Foundation
Rubin Basil
Rudaizky Sonya & Toekie
Sable Charitable Trust
Sachar Phyllis
Sacks Boris & Polly
Sacks Les
Sadman Ben & Naomi
Salzman Len & Esther
Samson Ernest & Renee
Samuels David & Maev
Sandak-Lewin Harold & Helga
Sanders Hannah-Reeve & Boetie Katzef
Sandler Julian & Nina
Sank Abe & Leina
Sank Barney & Naomi
Saven Hilton & Rosalyn
Saxe Merle & Cyril
Schach Sydney & Florette
Schachat Gordon & Pam
Schachat Louis & Charlotte
Schapiro Barry & Judy
Schlosberg Benny & Rica
Searl Aaron
Seeff Samuel & Simone
Segal Sherna & family
Seidel Wolfe & Berenice
Sephardi Hebrew Congregation, Cape Town
Shap Gerald & Elsa Shapiro Barnet & Asher
She’erith Hapletah, Cape Town
Shill Louis & Mavis
Shub Stewart & Pat
Silver Roy & Debby
Silverman Alan & Silvana
Silverman Robert & Bella
Simmons Ivor & Renee
Singer Leon & Zelma
Sive Larry & Denise
Skacel Estate late Prof G & C
Smiedt Alan & Eileen
Smith Mervyn
Soffer Mendi & Hannah
Sonnenberg David, Denny Harris & Susan Bergman
Sonnenschein Miriam & Egon
Soriano Moise & Francine
Spektor Sally
Stella and Paul
Loewenstein Charitable Trust
Stern Aubrey & Sheila
Stern Ralph & Sue
Sternberg Michael & Peter
Stoltzman Ben
Stoltzman Marlon
Sulcas Norman & Paul & Gerda Maister
Susman David & Ann
Symons Harry & Becky
Talberg Ivan & Andrea & family
The Aaron Beare Foundation
The Cedric Glick & Denise Bryer Foundation
The K, E & M Maisel Trust
The Kurt & Joey Strauss Foundation
Tollman Stanley & Bea
Traub Mo & Woolfe, & Ada Michaels families
Union of Jewish Women, Cape Town
United Herzlia Schools PTAs
United Jewish Campaign
Van Embden Marco
Velkes Ray
Veriano Sandra
Victor Daitz Foundation
Victoria Trust
Wapnick Alec
Weisman Barton & Shirley
Wellington Hebrew Congregation
Widan brothers
Wilden Leon & Sybil
Winnikow Sylvia & family
Wistyn Richard
Witkin Arnie & Roni
Wolman Gerald & Berenice
Yach Theodore & Michelle
YAD
Yankelowitz Estate late I I (Solly)
Zive Bernard & Yvette
Zulman Arnold & Rosemary

**DHC**
Abrahams Sam & Pat
Adelson Family
Altshuler Family
Aronoff Albert & Stella
Aronoff Michel, Jody, Amy & Joshua
Benn Children & Grandchildren
Benn Clifford, Ronlyne & family
Benn Jean & Alan
Berman Tony, Linda & family
Bernstein Glenda & the late Garvin & family
Bernstein, Stern & Abraham families
Caminsky Michael, Maureen & family
Cape Town Holocaust Centre
Chen Yossi & Zahava
Christa Maria Will Trust
Clingman Adele
Ditz Peter, Carol & family
Eckstein Roy
Freemasons of KwaZulu-Natal
Genislaw Yacov & Yaffa
Hackner Hilary
Haselau Barry and Cathy
Heibron Lew & Carmela
Hermelin Victor & Rivka
Horesh Family
In Memory of Len Rabinowitz
In memory of Ronnie Mink
Investec
Israel South Africa Foundation
JAKAMaR Trust
Kasher Gisela
Kluk Charles
Kluk Family
Lazarus Family
Letschert David Jane, Caine & Inez
Liansky Louis, Stanley, Brenda, Carryn & Joanne
Magid Alan, Brenda & family
Mansell Petra
Moshal Brian, Lois, Matthew, Andrew & Greg
Nathan Ruth, Marcel, Linda & family
NLDTF
Peter Letschert Trust
Puterman Family
Puterman Jeffrey, Allan, Ivan, Colin & David
Rogoff Joyce, Debbie Kalwerisky, Colin Rogoff
Rosen Judi
Rozentvaig family
Rubin Urri & Cookie S.E.M. Charitable Trust
Sacher family
Schaffer Judy
Schneiderman David, Tammy, Sam & Talia
Sevel Robbie, Gill & family
Simpson Family
Sinclair Rob & Louise Stange Max, Cicili & Bina
Stark Johnny, Gill, Seth & Saul
Sternberg Clarice
The Beare Foundation
The Victor Daitz Foundation
Union of Jewish Women
Vryheid Hebrew
Congregation Memorial Trust
Werner Malcolm, Denise & family
Zinman Tyrene & Wendy
Zulman David, Richard, Jonathan & families

**JHGC**
Advanced Armour Glass
Afrisam
Alan S Arenson and Associates
Alumac
The Anne & Theresa Berenberg Trust
ApexHi Charitable Trust
Australia March of the Living 2011 Adult group
Balys Patrick
Benchmark Signs
Bernstein Arlene
Bester Construction
Biccar Bollo Mariano Inc. (BBM Attorneys)
Bidvest Chairman’s Fund Trust
Blue Strata Trading
Blumenthal Henry
Bohbot Asher
Bonus Brick
Brian Farrell and Son Flooring
Brivik and Sloot families
Brozin Family
BSM Baker Engineer
Buntman Barbara and family
Burgess Plumbing
Castle and IDM Cement
Central Welding
Cesman Wolf
Chaitowitz Eli
Chief Rabbi CK Harris Memorial Foundation
Chimes Cranes
Christa Maria Will Trust
City Power
Cohen Colin & Janine
& family
Cohen Jack
Contract Hardware
The Core Computer
Business (Pty) Ltd
Corobrik
Da cruz Almeida Clara
DAC Security
Datnow Colin
De Becker Laura
Demby Rochy & Alan
& family
Diamond Aubrey &
Brenda & family
Dorma
DIY Depot (Machet
family)
The Donald Novick
Trust
Dymond Engineering
Electric Services
Embassy of Hungary
Embassy of Israel
Embassy of Japan
Embassy of Rwanda
Embassy of the Czech
Republic
Embassy of The Federal
Republic of
Germany
Embassy of the
Republic of Austria
Estee Automation
Etana Insurance
Fihrer Mike & Sharon
Fine Jeff
Floorworks
Fluxmans Attorneys
Frankel Cecil & Family
Freedman Celeste
Friedland Richard &
Trudy
Garber Arnold
Garrun Cliff, Robyn, Matthew & Kim
Genesis Capital
General Profiling
Geo Cloud
Gilbert Shiri
Ginger Hilda Spiegel
Trust
Glatt Martin & Melanie
& family
Goldblum Eric
Goldstück Oscar &
Shirley & family
Gore Adrian and family
Government of
Flanders
Graham & Rhona Beck
Foundation
Hamlyn Gebhardt
Handelsman Les and
Joan
Heitner Yvonne and
family
Herman Chaya
Hodes Laurence
Hogan Lovells
Hulamin
Industrial
Powdercoaters
Investec
Isover Saint-Gobain
Italtile
ITD (International Tap
Distributors)
Jacobson Robin
Jaffe Georgina
Jews of Italy Fundraiser
J M Electrical
Joffe Brian & Lee
Kahn Marc & Kelly
Kahn Meyer
Kantor Bernard
Kark Steven
Katz Michael
Keizan Charitable Trust
Kerem Sean
Kerzer Sol & Family
King David Victory
Park
Kirsh Foundation
Klaff Family
Foundation
Knight Natalie
Krengel family
Krawitz Philip
Legrand
Leissner Gerald &
Shirley
Levine Milton and
Tamara
Levin Jill
Levin Lewis
Levy Brett and Mark
Levy Daniel
Levy Ivan Stanley
Lewis Leon & Fay
Lichtenstein Selwyn
Lin Ivan
Lissoos Family
Lowenthal Howard
The Lubner Family
Foundation
Lurie Steve & Rahle
Macsteel Services (Pty)
Ltd
Marble Classic
March of the Living
International Adult
Group 2012
Mark Klein Productions
Martin John and all the
JHGC dedicated
builders
Mayers Herschel
& Charlene
Melnick Sean & Lindy
Miller Allan
Miller Philip
Mitzvah Trust
Moritz Martin & Judy
MPR Naturale Stone
Murphy John
Murray & Dickson
Construction
(PTY) Ltd
Nates Clive
National Lottery
Distribution
Trust Fund
Nelkenbaum Enrique, Janett & Roberto
Nestadt Larry
Neuhaus Joel & Chris
Northface Capital
Orbach Charlie &
Edythe
Orlin Romain
Pamboukian Paul
Panda Bamboo
PG Group
Pinheiro Construction
Pokroy Julian
Profile Timbers
Rabin Derek
Rajak Herbert and Betty
Reflex Solutions
RIC Africa (Pty) Ltd
Rosa Luxemburg
Stiftung
Rubenstein Gerald
& Jocelyn
Sable Charitable Trust
Sacks Michael Ivan
SAGE
Samson Eric & Sheila
Sasfin Securities (Pty)
Ltd
Sassoon Ronald
Schachat Gordon
Schindler Group
Schneider Gerald &
Zelda
Scoin Trading
Seeff Dora & family
Segal Lauren
Serpini
Shamrock Air
Sher Clifford & Arlene
Sherman Bridget
Silverman Glenn
Slowatek Family
Smollan Carolyn
The Smollan
Foundation
Solash Steven and
Janine
Solum Plumbers
South African Jewish
Trust
Spiegel Leopold
Standard Bank
Steel Bekker
Waterproofing
Stern Ralph
Suzman David
Swartzberg Barry &
Stacey & family
The Trustees on behalf
of the Cape Town
Holocaust Centre
Trollip Daniel
UCG Recycling
Union of Jewish
Women
Union Tiles
Universal Recycling
Company
Van der Kluy Mr & Mrs
VBH Town Planning
VMG Consultants
Voltex
Wainer Marc & Lesley
& family
Waller Richard
Watson Patrick
Werksmans Attorneys
Wildrose Management
Wimberley Paul
Worth It Landscaping
Yad Modechai
Yudelowitz Joe
Zukunftsfonds
der Republik
Österreich

Brick by Brick
donations –
grateful thanks
to all supporters
Project Donors

In addition to the generous contributions from benefactors to the Cape Town, Durban and Johannesburg Centres towards capital expenditure and annual running costs, we acknowledge the sponsors who have funded significant national projects and programmes in 2015.

### Education 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provincial educator training</td>
<td>Cape Union Mart Group (Pty) Ltd, Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany, Departments of Education: Eastern Cape, Free State, Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal, Mpumalanga, North West and Western Cape, The Victor Daitz Foundation, Travelcorp, RAM Hand-to-Hand Couriers (Pty) Ltd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity training</td>
<td>South African Police Services, Cape SAJBD, Department of Correction Services, South African National Defence Force – Military Academy, Investec, Amazing Grace Ministries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational materials and development</td>
<td>Truworths Chairman’s Foundation, Cape Union Mart Group (Pty) Ltd, Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsor-a-School Programme</td>
<td>Cape Union Mart Group (Pty) Ltd, HCI Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Rose Project and workshop</td>
<td>Pick n Pay, Bidvest, Waltons, Dynamic Toner Solutions, Primedia KFM, Cape Union Mart, Marketing Merchants, Carine Glass &amp; Ziv Okun, individual donors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women in WWI and Teaching about Peace school programmes</td>
<td>Government of Flanders and Flanders Image</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SAHGF Archive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Archive</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Public Programmes 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme</th>
<th>Sponsor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DHC exhibitions, events and Children’s Memorial</td>
<td>The Victor Daitz Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHC support of xenophobia victims</td>
<td>Beare Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film screenings</td>
<td>CNN, Rwanda High Commission, Armenian Youth of SA, UNIC, Investec, Embassy of the Swiss Confederation of Switzerland, Hogan Lovells SA, Embassy of the Republic of Turkey, German Language Centre Cape Town, Jacob Gitlin Library, Institute for Justice &amp; Reconciliation, SA Jewish Museum, Kredo family, Ditsong Museum of Military History, Hate Crimes Working Group, Dispatch Films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN International Day of Commemoration in Memory of the Victims of the Holocaust</td>
<td>United Nations Information Centre, Pretoria; United Nations, New York; Yad Vashem, Embassy of the State of Israel, Consulate General of the Federal Republic of Germany in Cape Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest speakers and visiting scholars</td>
<td>Ralph and Sue Stern (USA), Limmud SA, Cape Jewish Seniors Association, Embassy of the Republic of Austria, Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung, Embassy of the State of Israel, Victor Daitz Foundation, Jewish Women’s Benevolent Society, Nashua Children’s Charity Foundation, Flemish Peace Institute, Government of Flanders, Kaplan Centre for Jewish Studies and Research (UCT), Centropa, Monash University, Goethe-Institut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JHGC Building Dedication event</td>
<td>Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung, Stan &amp; Pete Caterers, Benchmark Signs and Gifts, Uchi Mata Security Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Refugee Day event/exhibition</td>
<td>Scalabrini Centre, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karski and the Lords of Humanity screening/exhibition</td>
<td>Embassy of the Republic of Poland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany’s Confrontation with the Holocaust in a Global Context exhibition</td>
<td>German Department at the University of Leeds, The National Holocaust Centre and Museum UK, Arts &amp; Humanities Research Council UK, HSFA, Consultate General of the Federal Republic of Germany in Cape Town, University of the Witwatersrand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monuments, Memorials and Memory tour</td>
<td>University of the Free State SRC tour of Poland and Germany: Investec, Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children of War exhibition</td>
<td>Government of Canada, UNIC, Powerhouse, Proof: Media for Social Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rwanda genocide survivors’ group</td>
<td>Counselling and Careers Development Unit (CCDU), University of the Witwatersrand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Liberation of Auschwitz exhibition</td>
<td>Embassy of the Russian Federation in Cape Town</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All donations are tax deductible in terms of Section 18 (A) of the Income Tax Act. Audited financial statements are available on request.
We need to make a difference by learning from the mistakes of our past.

Grade 9 learner from Buren High School
www.holocaust.org.za

Cape Town Holocaust Centre
Durban Holocaust Centre
Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre

88 Hatfield Street
Gardens
Cape Town 8001
Tel +27 21 462 5553
Fax +27 21 462 5554
admin@holocaust.org.za

44 K.E. Masinga (Old Fort) Road
Durban
4001
Tel +27 31 368 6833
Fax 086 759 1864
dbnholocaust@djc.co.za

Private Bag X6
Sandringham
2131
Tel +27 11 640 3100
Fax +27 11 640 7865
info@jhbholocaust.co.za

Patrons
Professor Pumla Gobodo-Madikizela, Chief Rabbi Dr Warren Goldstein, Justice Richard J Goldstone,
Professor Jonathan Jansen, The Most Revd Desmond M Tutu, Archbishop Emeritus

Board of Trustees
Gerald Diamond (Chairman), Ann Harris, Lew Heilbron, Professor Michael Katz,
Mary Kluk, Philip Krawitz, Gerald Leissner, Myra Osrin,
Professor Milton Shain, Dr Stephen Smith (USA)

Richard Freedman (Director; SAHGF; Director CTHC), Tali Nates (Director JHGC), Mary Kluk (Director DHC)